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In [ 11, J. Bair and F. Jongmans show that, if a closed convex subset C of 
P’ is non-empty and without lines, C is the intersection of the cones 
lC(C, x) =x + [0, co [ . (C - x), for x E exp C, the set of all exposed points 
of c. 
They conjecture that the same holds true in R” for arbitrary n. This 
conjecture naturally leads to the slightly more general question : if x E C, is 
it always possible to separate x and C by a hyperplane which intersects C at 
an exposed point of C? This question is given a positive answer in this paper. 
A similar result for the separation of two convex sets is proved. as well as 
some characterizations of exposed points. 
Notations. Throughout this paper, we deal with convex sets of a tinite- 
dimensional vector space, say, R”, and we assume that n > 1 (for n = 1, the 
results are trivial). The standard scalar product is denoted (x, y>: x 11’ 
means that (x,4’) = 0; if H is an affke subspace and H,, the parallel vector 
subspace, x I H means that x I J’ for all y E H,. A cone of the type 
x,, + ro,E, where 
rB,e=(te+x’:x’Ie;t~81x’)} (8>O,e#O) 
is called a circular cone of axis Re and apex x0. 
If C is convex, supporting hyperplanes and supporting half-spaces of C are 
defined as in [ 21. An exposed face of C is a subset of the type C n H, where 
H is a supporting hyperplane. An exposed point is an exposed face reduced 
to one point. 
A convex set C is said to be strictly conVex if d consists only of exposed 
points. The recession cone of C is denoted R(C). 
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LEMMA 1. Ler C be a closed convex subset of IF-” and D be a supporting 
half-space bcith boundary H I e. The follolzYng conditions are equivalent: 
(i) H f7 C is bounded; 
(ii) for some ?I tZ D, C is contained in a circular cone of axis IIqe and 
apex x; 
(iii) for all ,Y E D. C is contained in a circular cone of axis k,e and 
ape.x x. 
It is obvious that (iii) * (ii) * (i). 
Let us prove that (i) 3 (iii). Up to a translation of the origin, we may 
assume that D = (x: (x, e) < O} and that x0 = ae (a > 0). For R large 
enough, H n C c ix: x I e; 1 el < R }. There exists then b E 10. a ] such that 
(x+re:xIe.~x/=R, tE [-b,O]}nC=ra 
Fix y,,EHnC and set @=b/(R+r), where r=lyJ. Then C is 
contained in the cone x,, - Te,e. Indeed, otherwise C contains some point 
(a--)e+x.withxIe,t>a,t<b].ul/(R+r).ThusIxl>Rand 
s(a--)e+sx+(l -s)J~~EC. VSE [O. 11. 
ChoosessuchthatIsx+(l-s)r’,~=R.ThenR>,sl?sl-(I-~)~~‘~~and 
s /a - tI < st < b[R + (1 - s) r]/(R + r) < b. 
hence a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2. Let C be a closed convex subset of IF”. The following 
conditions are equivalent : 
(i) C contains no line; 
(ii) for each (or some) x,, E C, the cone (I (C, x0) lies in a circular 
cone. 
It is obvious that (ii) * (i). 
Let us prove that (i) * (ii). For a suitable choice of A, 
C= (xElF”:(x,e)<a, V(e.a)EA}. 
The linear hull A’ of {e: 3a: (e, a) E A } is equal to P”. Otherwise. for 
e I A’, C = C + IFie. We can thus choose (e,, ai) E A (i< n) such that e, 
(i < n) is a basis of Ip”. Given x,, 65 C, we may assume that (x0, e, j > a,. 
Setting e = C 8,e, and a = x eiai (ei > 0), we have (x, e) < a for all x E C 
and, for a suitable choice of the Bts, (x0, e) > a. For some u < a, 
D = (x: (x, e) < a) is a supporting half-space which does not contain x0. 
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Moreover, for each x in the corresponding face C f? d, 
and 
(x,ei)< ai. Vi. 
K‘ 19~(a; - (x, ei)) = a - a 
thus 
a, > (x, e,) > ai - (a - a)/Bi, Vi. 
showing that this face is bounded. The conclusion follows by Lemma 1. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let C be a closed, contw and non-empty subset of IF?” 
and let x0 E C. There exists a supporting half-space D such thar C (7 d is an 
exposed point of C and x,, GE D if and only if C contains no line. 
If C contains a line x + Pe, C = C + Re thus C admits no exposed point. 
Assume now that C contains no line. 
BY Lemma 2. C lies in a circular cone x0 - r+,. If 
72 = (x E IF” : (x. ej = a) is the supporting hyperplane separating C and x0, 
by Lemma 1, )rl n C is bounded and (x,, + te, e) > a for some t > 0. Using 
again Lemma 1, we may assume. up to a translation of the origin, that 
0 E C. x,, = r,e (to > 0) and Cc -Ts,e for a suitable 8. 
Let us now decompose R” into (Re)’ @ IPe and set x =x’ + te (x’ I e). 
Define f(x’) = cp(i x’ I), where 
q(s) = pc\/s’-tl - 1) (0 < P < -9 
and consider 
C, = {x’ + te : x’ I e; t < -f(x’) + u }. 
It is clear that f(x’) < p Ix’ 1 < 0 Ix’ 1, thus C’, 3 C. 
Define 
6=sup(t+f(x’):x’+reEC}. 
This upper bound is attained at some point of C. Indeed, if 
t +f(x’) > 6 - 1, te + x’ E C, 




and te + x’ belongs to some fixed bounded subset of C, hence the assertion. 
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The set C, is strictly convex. Indeed. w is strictly convex and strictly 
increasing in [0, co [. Now. if I +.f(.u’) and f’ +f(~,‘) < 6 with s’ #J”. either 
1.~’ 1# 1 JT’ ( and 
St + (, 1 - s) t’ < 6 - sqqx I) - (1 - s) cp(l ?” 1) 
< b-cp(slx’~ + (1 -s)l.vl) 
<6-w(lsx’+ (1 -s).Vl), VSE 10. 1 [. 
or ]x’ ] = 1 ~7’ ], in which case the second inequality becomes an equality. but 
( sx’ + (1 - s) ~7’ I < s Ix’ / + ( 1 - s)] 4” I hence the last inequality is strict. 
Suppose now that 6 = t, +f(xi). with x, = t,e + xl E C. Consider the 
tangent hyperplane 7c to C, at ,K, . It is clear that Cc C, c D = TI - [O. co [ . e 
and that nn C = urn C, = IX,}. We are left to show that x0 E D. The 




Thus it intersects IPe at fe, with 
For p < fO, we have thus ?cO E D. hence the result. 
COROLLARY 4. (Cf. [ 1 ] for n = 2.) Zf C is a closed, convex and non- 
empty subset of R”. C contains no line if and only if C = n\.Ee9P(. G(C. x). 
where exp C is the set of all exposed points of C. 
It is straightforward since for every exposed point .Y of C and for every 
supporting half-space D such that x E fi, C c C(C, x) c D. 
COROLLARY 5. If C is a closed, convex and non-empfy subset of IT;“. C 
contains no line if and only if C is the intersection of all the strictly convex 
subsets D containing C. We rnaq’ even take only those D’s such that C c 8. 
It is actually proved in Proposition 3, where x,, tf C,, C c C, and C GL CA. 
Denote by T(C, x) the cone C(C, x) - x, by $(C, x) the intersection of all 
the supporting half-spaces D of C such that x E ri and by $,(C, x) the cone 
$(C, x) -x. 
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COROLLARY 6. Let C be a closed convex subset of Ip” without lines. 
Then 
R(C)= (-) T(C,x)= n :S,(C,x). XCCXPC’ XEeKpC 
Cf. [ 1 ] for similar results and for the case of IL ‘. 
Observe that, if C is an intersection of half-spaces D. R(C) is the inter- 
section of their translates D, such that 0 E d, and apply Proposition 3. 
We examine now if an analogue of Proposition 3 exists for the separation 
of two convex sets. Finding a common supporting hyperplane separating C, 
and Cz and touching each of them at an exposed point requires very strong 
conditions: take, for instance, two disjoint segments on a line. It is easier to 
find two parallel separating hyperplanes rc, , rrz, touching, respectively, C, 
and Cz at an exposed point. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let C, and C, be two closed, convex non-empty and 
disjoint subsets of R”. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) C, - C, contains no line; 
(ii) C, and C, contain no line and R(C,)n R(C,) = (0); 
and gii) th ere exist two opposite circular cones containing. respectively, C, 
2; 
(iv) there exist two parallel disjoint hyperplanes 7c, and x2, separating 
C, and Cz and such that II, n C, (resp. x2 n C2) is an exposed point of C, 
(resp. C,). 
Condition (ii) has been indicated to us by J. Bair. 
(i) * (ii). Obvious. 
(ii) * (i). Cf. [2, Corollary 9.1.21. 
(i)* (iv). By [2, C oro 11 ary 9.121, (ii) implies that C, - C, is closed. Since 
it contains no line and 0 g C, - Cz, by Proposition 3, there exists a 
supporting half-space D = (x: (x, e) <a} separating C, - C, from 0 and 
such that tin (C, - C,) is an exposed point x, --x2 of C, - Cz (x, E C,. 
-x2 E Cz). It is clear that 
sup 
xec,-C, 
(x, e) = ;,“cp 
I 
(x. e) - i,:f, (-Y, e) = a < 0. 
Set 
sup (x, e) = a 
xcc, 
and inf (x, e) = /3. 
XEC, 
We have (x,, e) = a and (x1, e) =/?. If (x. e) = a for some x E C,, 
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.+.uzEdn(C,-Cz), hence X=X,. Thus s, is an exposed point of C,. 
Similarly x2 is an exposed point of C,. hence the conclusion. 
(iv) * (iii). Choose x0 between rc, and 7~~. By Lemma I. C, is contained 
in a circular cone x,, + fH.e, with e 1 rr,, and Cz cs(, -T,, .<,. Replacing 
0, 8’ by inf(8, 0’) yields the result. 
(iii) 5 (ii). Obvious. 
A natural question suggested by Proposition 3 is whether all the exposed 
points can be characterized by means of strictly convex sets. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let C be a closed corwex subset of I?“. A point .Y E C is 
exposed if and only if there exists a closed strictly comex subset C’ of IF ?’ 
such that .Y E 6’ and C c C’. 
Of course, if x E 6’. x is exposed in C’ hence in C. 
Conversely, let x0 be exposed in C. For the sake of simplicity, we assume 
that x,, = 0; choose e such that C\(O} c (xE Ip”: (x, e> > 0). Setting 
,Y = te + s’, x I e, and denoting by O(n - 1) the orthogonal group of (Ipe) ‘. 
consider 
C, = conv((te + Ax’: A E O(n - I), t < 1, te +.Y’ E C}). 
It is clear that C fI (x: (x. e,j < 1 } is bounded and closed (apply 
Lemma l), hence C, is closed. 
Assume that ]e] = 1 and fix e’ such that ]e’ I= 1 and (e, e’) = 0. Define 
f(s) = inf(t: te + se’ E C,}. 
Unless C is reduced to a subset of IFe (in which case the property is trivial), 
we have f(s) < co for s E [O. E] (a small enough). The function f is strictly 
increasing, convex and vanishing at s = 0. Choose (x such that 
inf (f(s) - (s - a)f(c)/e : s E [0, E] } = 0. 
If s0 is the smallest s such thatf(s) - (s - a)f(a)/a = 0. define 
g(s) = f’” g, s (5 10, sol 
s u EE if SE [so, +co[. 
It is still a strictly increasing convex function. One checks as in the proof of 
Proposition 3 that 
where 
C’ = (te + x’ : t > h(lx’ I)}. 
h(s) = dg(s)’ + 1 - 1. 
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is strictly convex. We are left to show that C c C’. Take x = te + x’ E C. 
Since h(s) < g(s) <f(s) < 1 in [0, E], if Ix’/ < E and t > 1, it is clear that 
x E C. If (x’] <E and t < 1, te fx’ E C, hence f >f(lx’l) > h(lx’l). If 
Ix’ I > E, setting /3 = E/] x’ 1, j3te + px’ E C (because 0 E C) thus pf >f(c). It 
follows that t > ].?I .~(E)/E > h(]x’ 1) b ecause a > 0. Hence the conclusion. 
Proposition 8 can be improved as follows. 
PROPOSITION 9. If C is a closed convex subset of FL’” and x an exposed 
point of C, there exists a closed strict!v comex subset C’ of IF” such that 
x E 6’, Cc C’ and 6’ is a smooth manifold. 
(i) We keep the notations of Proposition 8. We shall construct a function 
g’ in [0, co[. smooth (i.e. of class C,), convex, vanishing at 0 only, such 
that 0 < g’ < g and that g’(f) and all its derivatives converge to 0 faster than 
fh (k E bl) when f + 0. It is then easily checked that 
h’@‘) = \/sr(l.q)2 + I - I 
is smooth and that 
{ fe + x’ : t > h’(x’)} 
is the required strictly convex set. 
(ii) In order to construct g’, we first need to smooth corners. 
Let x be a smooth non-negative function, with support in [-j, i] and such 
that jx(t)dt= 1. Take a, such that (o=O for I<--f and Dfq=x. The 
function rp is smooth, convex, equal to 0 for t < -i and to ~(4) + t - j for 
f > +. Moreover q(f) < 1. Thus p(t) = o(f + f -q(f)) is smooth, convex, 
equal to 0 for t<-1 and to I for f> 1. 
Suppose now that we want to smooth 
4,(t) = \ a@ - to) + ]I0 for t<t, 
Ia’@ - to) +.ro for fat,, 
with a’ > a, by a convex function equal to 4’ for / t - I, / > E. We can take the 
function 
v(f)=a(f--t,)+y,+(a’-a)p[(t-to)/&] 
and we have 
SUP lD:v/l < IEiP 
(iii) Let us fix t, \ 0, f, = 1. f. = +co. Choose the maximum u, (m > 1) 
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such that ~,(t - t,) + g(t,,,) <g(r) for t > 0. It is easily seen that cl,, > 0 and 
that the sequence an, is decreasing. The function 
g,(t) = K’ ;ai(lj&, - t;) + &l/Jr - t,) - i :, m 
for fE [tn,, f n-,] (m E kl), 
is strictly smaller than g and still convex. 
For E, small enough, the segment joining (t, -E,,, g,(t, -E,,,)) to 
(t, + &,,g,(t, + E,)) lies under the graph of g. We may choose 
~,<inf(r,-tt,+,, t,-,- t,)/2 and E, 10. Define then 
p,, = inf(a,/2. e- ’ ‘Em) 
and 
g2(‘) = 1 PiCfi- I - li) + PmCf - fm) 
i :, m 
for tE [t,.t,~,](mEN). 
This function consists of a sequence of segments, the corners 
corresponding to t = t, (m E kl); we define g’ by smoothing these corners 
between t, - E,, tm + E,, as indicated in (ii). 
The function g’ is then strictly positive, smooth and smaller than g in 
10, co [. Its kth derivative is smaller than CA eP I,“, for a suitable Cl, hence it 
has the properties announced in (i). 
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